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Running wild

LADIES'MAN
A UCF student founded
the ultimate men's

The Knights beat Memphis to get their
first C-USA win of '09-sEESPORTs,As

conference-SEE NEWS, A2

Birth control ban a possibility
Group seeks anti-abortion amendment
JESSICA MARTIN
Contributing Writer

On Monday:

Women's soccer vs. ECU
by Carlos Pineda
Check back to find out how the
Knights did in their game
against the ECU Pirates.

Volleyball vs. Memphis
by Andrew Kennedy
The Knights snapped their
seven-game losing streak with
a win against the Tigers.

UCF Green Expo
by Lee Anne Crittenden
local businesses and student
organizations were out in full
force Thursday at the Green Expo.

Petitions to amend the
· Florida Constitution over
the possible banning ofbirth
control and abortions have
been the center of debate in
Tallahassee this month.
The group behind the
amendment, Personhood·
Florida, is a Christian-based

movement run by volunWould you support
teers.
this
amendment?
•
The group has the supwww.UCFNews.com
port of the American Life
league, a Catholic anti-abor- islation and leader of the ·
tion organization based in group, called the amendVirginia that has filed ment pro-life.
"Florida's constitution
amendments like this in
more than a dozen other gives rights to persons, but it
· doesn't say who a person is;'
states.
Pat McEwen, the cosponsor of the proposed legPlEASE SEE BAN ON AS
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.
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Adrienne Kimmell, the executive director of the Florida Association of Planned
Parenthood Affiliates opposes the birth control ban and Personhood movement

-

Captain
reels in
student
interest

A

Day of Non-Violence
by Viloc Pham
UCF celebrated Mahatma
Gandhi's 140th bfrthday Friday
with aconference and speakers.

On Wednesday:

Deadliest Catch
captain speaks at UCF

Run~off election results
by Jeffrey Riley &
Ashley Camifax
Go to UCFNews.com and follow
us on Twitter @UCFNews fur all
ofthe post-election coverage.

JENNIFER DORVAL
Staff Writer

As always, visitourWebsitefor

I I

breaking ne~ and continuing
coverage of our top stories.

f
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m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your c~II
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

While there Is no specific rule against getting in th Reflecting
Pond, 'disruptive behavior' is ()Utlawed in UCPs Rules of Conduct.

Rules on getting m
pond are murky

SPIRITSPLASH
DATE &TIME: NOVEMBER 13TH, 12 P.M.
IDCATION:THE REFLECTING POND

KELSEY HINTON
Staff Writer

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

LEARN ABOUT THE
Hl N1 VIRUS AT AN
INFO SESSION
There will be a one-hour session
providing an overview of the •
Hl N1 influenza virus, including an
update of the epidemiological info
and in the HCEC building, Room
11 ltoday at 10 a.m.

LOCAL&STATE,A2

FIRST ROUND OF
LAYOFFS AT NASA
ENDS 250 PLUS JOBS
;,

More than 250 contract workers
have lost their jobs in the first
round of layoffs related to the
planned shutdown of the space
shuttle program by the end of
2010 by NASA. ·

)

BROWARD SHERIFF'S
DEPUTY ARRESTED
ON DRUG CHARGES

•

ABroward County sheriff's deputy
has been arrested for alleged
burglary, armed extortion and
drug possession.The deputy was a
9-year department veteran of the
sheriff's office.
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Spirit Splash is a Homecoming tradition here at
UCF.The Friday before the Homecoming football
game students enter the Reflecting Pond for a .
pep rally and concert.This year's event will begin
at 12 p.m. with a concert and will be followed by
apep ral~ with the UCF cheerleaders,dancers
and band.

T

here is no official UCF rule specifically
forbidding students from entering the
.
Reflecting Pond, contrary to popular
belie£
,
Cpl. James Roop, media relations officer
with the UCF Police Department, said he has
never heard of a case of a student entering the
pond outside of the annual Spirit Splash homecoming event in his 10-year career at UCF.
"I've never heard of anybody just frolicking
in there and getting arrested or anything like
that," Roop said, calling the rumor that entering the pond is illegal "an urban legend."
Roop said if a student were to enter the
pond, it would entail a university-sanctioned
punishment, not a legal one - unless the student were committing a crime, such as defacing public property or exhibiting disorderly
conduct.
"A lot of people that would end up doing

I

EVENTS AROUND THE POND

!'

l
\

Cpt. Sig Hansen, a crab fisherman from· the Discovery
Channel show Deadliest Catch,
had a different catch to celebrate
after catching the attention of
more than 500 students and fans
Wednesday night in the Student
Union.
The event, hosted by the UCF
Campus Activities Board in the
Pegasus Ballroom, featured a
questionnaire session in which
Steven Clenney, a graduate
assistant for the Office of Stu- .
dent Involvement, interview!=!d
Hansen about his life in front of
and behind the television cameras.
Judy Scott, whose son attends
UCF, drove two hours from Stu-

I

PLEASE SEE

\

REALITY ON A4

}

that would be possibly drinking or something
else," Roop said.
·
While no rule prohibits going into the
pond, there is a provision in the UCF Rules of
Conduct that forbids "disruptive behavior,"
which is defined as "an act that impairs, interferes with or obstructs the orderly conduct,
processes and functions of the university or
PlEASE SEE

COMMON ON A5
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The Discovery Channel's Deadliest Catch
captain Sig Hasen talked to students on Wed.
- - - -- - -~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - --· -

-- - - ~- · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ -

SARC celebrates 20th
anmversary on campus

Students: attacks·
! orientation-based
I

•

JENNIFER DORVAL
Staff Writer

In two decades, the
lives of more than 150,000
UCF students have been
changed with the help of a
center that used to be
located in a trailer unfit for
classroom use.
The Student Academic
Resource Center, a student
academic support program, celebrated its 20th
anniversary in the Pegasus
Ballroom in the Student
Union Thursday night.
The celebration hon, ored and recognized students, faculty and staff
' who have had an integral

part in changing the lives
ofUCF students.
The event began by
revealing a slideshow of
the history of SARC with a
special recognition of its
founder, Mary Helen
Callarman, who passed
away from cancer.
When it was first established in 1988, SARC was
in a cast-off trailer on the
verge of being condemned, said Callarman's
husband, William Callarman, a retired UCF business professor. In order to
bring students' attention
to the trailer, Mrs. Callarman painted the door red
one weekend, which was a

BIANCA FORTIS
Staff Writer

JACQUELINE PERSANllt /CENTRAL FlORIDA FUTURE

SAR(, a support program, celebrated

its 20th anniversary on Thursday.

violation of university policy.
"Monday morning, the
vice president of business
affairs, Dr. Joyce Clampitt,
got a very irate phone call
from someone at the PhysPLEASE SEE

SAR( ON A3

Several UCF students
were attacked at a house
party on Sept. 12 for what
they believe was based on
their sexual orientation.
This attack was previously reported by the Central Florida Future in brief
on Sept 23.
Chris Metz, 21, a theater
major, throws a birthday
party for himself every
year at his house near
Colonial Drive and Lake
Pickett Road.
Geoffrey Gross, 20, a
film major and one of the
guests at the party, said he

was sitting on the front
door steps when a group of
men arrived in a pickup
truck. He described them
as heavily tattooed with
shaved heads and said that
none of them were wearing
shirts.
Gross said he grew suspicious because the party
was invitation-only and he
did not recognize the men.
But still, the unfamiliar
guests entered the party.
"They didn't look like
theater kids or friends of
theater kids," Gross said.
He and another guest
went -inside and asked the
PLEASE SEE

ATTACKERS ON A7

A2
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AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for

the UCF community

Learn about the H1N1 virus
There will be a onehour session providing an
., overview of the IIlNl
influenza virus, including
an update on the epidemiological information.
The session will be bled
today in the Harris Corporation Engineering Center,
Room 111, at 10 a.m. and is
hosted by UCF Environmental Health & Safety.
Call 407-823-2605 for
more information.

Add some light to the night
"Light Up The .Night"
will take place at the
Reflecting Pond from 6
p.m. until 8:30 p.m. tonight
Hosted by Victim Services, it will include guest
speakers who will add
insights and experiences to
this violence awareness
event.
Call 407-823-4747 for
more information.

Test your smarts at Quiz Bowl
There will be an information session about the
2009 Quiz Bowl tournament Wednesday in the
Student Union, Room 223
from 11:30 a.m. until noon,
and then from noon until 1
'
p.m.
Call · 407-823-0401 for
more information.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep with local headlines

you may have missed

First round of layoffs at NASA
slice 250 contract workers
CAPE CANAVERALMore than 250 contract
workers have lost their
jobs in the first round of
layoffs related to the
planned shutdown of the
space shuttle program by
the end of 2010.
The Orlando Sentinel
reports that 258 shuttle
contractors lost their jobs
Saturday. The move
comes a few days after 70
security workers at Cape
Canaveral Air Force station and a handful at rocket:-maker .United Launch
Alliance were laid off.
Officials estimate that
7,000 jobs will be lost in
the space program by the
end of 2010.

Broward sheriff's deputy
arrested on drug charges ·
FORT LAUDERDALE
- A Broward County
sheriff's deputy has been
arrested for alleged burglary, armed extortion and
drug possession.
Thirty-four-year-old
Manuel Silva is a nine-year
department veteran. The
sheriffs office wouldn't
i.mmediately
provide
details about the Friday
arrest, including whether
Silva allegedly committed
any crimes on duty.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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LIVING THE
DREAM

•
•
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KERRI KELL

Would you attend

Contributing Writer

this conference?:

•

•

The Sil/dent Newspaper at UCF since 1968

UCF student creates men's conference
host, Johnson said, including paying
for the conference room, the video
crew, speakers and other staff.
In 2008, he moved the convenAt first glance, Anthony
"Dream" Johnson may seem like an tion to the Crowne Plaza downaverage UCF undergrad.
town and sold his car in order to pay
But a few clues indicate that he for the convention expenses. In
might be a bit different, like his blue September of this year, Johnson
tie-dye toe-shoes, the fact he'll wear finaily made a profit after hosting
his sunglasses throughout an inter- the convention for the third year.
But Johnson said he doesn't hold
view and his prized Tucker Max "I
Hope They Serve Beer in Hell" the convention in hopes to make
money. He saia he uses the convenbackpack.
His book, The Dream Way: The tions as a way to help himself and to
Story and How To Book For Get- help other people.
''You can't chase the money, you
ting Laid With Your Wii is now
available to the public for free, and have to chase the dream," Peter
tickets for his fourth annual men's Murphy, a friend who is currently
success convention are now on sale. making a documentary about John"The major theme of the book is son and the convention, said.
the infamous 'same night lay,' which
Johnson said he picked the
is what I had the most success with name Dream because it sounded
and felt qualified to write about," cool and no one else had it.
According to a 2005 artisaid Johnson.
Johnson, a 21-year-old interdisci- . cle in the newspaper The
plinary studies major, is studying Independent, members of
entrepreneurship, education and what is known as "the
health sciences. When he was 18, seduction community"
Johnson decided he wanted to learn are a subculture of men
more about dating and relation- who strive for better sucships and decided the best way to cess with women through
help himself and others like him a greater understanding
was to hold an educational conven- of social psychology.
Members
often have
tion.
Johnson put down a deposit on a nicknames. Erik James
conference room at a Holiday Inn Horvat-Markovic from
on I-Drive and recruited speakers. VHI's TV show The
The convention, originally known Pickup Artist goes by the
as the "Under 21 Convention," was a nickname "Mystery."
•
total success, he said. Now known
"I have these
as "The 21 Convention," content not
only includes dating but also nutri- dreams, and I
tion and exercise. Tickets will be
sold this year for as much as $400
apiece.
Johnson wrote his e-book
during his sophomor~ year
of college, which sold
· online for about $60. He
recently decided to make
it available for free
through The 21 Convention Web site.
"My thoughts on life,
women, work, school
and so on have evolved
much since publishing
[the book]. As such, it
didn't feel right to sell
them for much anymore," Johnson said.
The 21 Convention
costs about $9,000 to

••

The Cttitml Florida fv/ufe Is the ln<lependen~ student·
written newspaper at the Unive/Sity of Central florld.l.
Opinions In the futw, are those of the individual
columnist and not n=•~ those of the ed~onal staff
or the Unive!Sity administration. All content~ property
ofthe CentralRorldafutJJre and may not be repnnted In
part or in whole without pe,misslon fiom the publisher.
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www.UCFNews.com

407-447-4558

Editor-in-Chief
Jeffrey Riley x213

make them actually happen," Johnson said.
This year, Johnson not only
plans to host the annual convention
in Orlando but also hopes to take it
to a multinational level by hosting
The 21 Convention in Stockholm,
Sweden.
Johnson's book, along with
footage from The 21 Convention,
are available for free online at
www.the2lconvention.com
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· LOCAL WEATHER

Today

6

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: Thirty percent chance of

ISOLATED rain. Winqs from the south around
· T-STORMS 6mph.

High:91°
Low:75°

Tonight: Isolated t-storms into
the evening. South winds around
5mph.

~

I

t:::J

Tuesday

High:93°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:75°

Wednesday

High:94°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:75°

Fax:407-447-4556
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6pm- 10pm

Thursday,

•
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10I1s

•

lpm· 5pm

Thursday,

10I1s

· 6pm-10pm

•

Saturday,

10111
10am- 2pm

•
at the UCF Courtyard
by Marriott

.,

Comprehensive program $795

·

including materials

•
t

•
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SARC remembers warm beginnings

,

Al

of the staff as well as the
loyalty of the student workical Plant screaming, ers.
'There's an illegal door on
"When you are associatthis campus,"' Callarman ed with a learning center,
said. "Joyce called the Phys- it's sometimes not as
ical Plant back and said, revered as one of the more
'That door is red, it will popular places on campus
remain red. If it ever needs because many students will
repainting, paint it red, and say, 'I don't need help,' or
don't paint any other door sometimes
universities
on this campus red."'
don't believe in learning
The infamous red door, centers," Wright said. "But
which has been refurbished considering the dedication
and relocated to Howard and passion each staff
Philips Hall, is now a land- • member has for studenu; to
mark for the SARC commu- succeed, we're willing to go
nity, which believes it sym- out there and be inventive,
; bolizes
. Callarman's innovative and grab studedicated service and com- dent's attention as if to say,
mitment to student success 'It is alright to ask for help. It
at UCF.
is OK to get the help when
Jennifer Wright, director needed."'
·
of SARC, believes the two
Wright is particular
main reasons the center has when it comes to selecting
lasted so long is because of students to work for the
the passion and dedication center, whom she believes
FROM

are joining a family.
"Students will come to
us, and also we'llgo out and
find them, but we're very
particular about who these
UCF students are who are
going to represent us,
because when you are talking about making a difference in somebody else's life,
it's got to be a pretty special
person," Wright said.
One such student, Scott
Keller, a SARC peer tutor
and graduate student studying mechanical engineei;ing, shared a story about his
first encounter with SARC
after failing a physics exam.
''I got a 32 percent on my
first physics test, and that's
when I actually realized,
'Hey, maybe I need to find
help,"' Keller said. "I didn't
think I needed it, but I did."
After receiving tutoring
from the center, Keller

wanted to give back what
SARC had given him and
became a tutor.
"It's a passion of mine.
Students that come in and
you can really see the
impact that you have on
them," he said. "It's really
great to see the connections
that can be made."
Junior Dasha Gonzal~z,
Miss UCF 2009, was also
there to share her experience of how SARC's Pegasus Success Program guided her through college and
helped her pass micro &
molecular biology classes.
"I was the first child of
my family that went to a
university," Gonzalez said.
"I didn't have that guidance,
so if it wasn't for the· Pegasus Success Program, I
wouldn't have known what
todo."
Gonzalez believes the

JACQUELINE PERSANDI / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Student Academic Resource Center displayed the awards the center has won
during their 20th anniversary celebration Tuesday night in the Student Union.

program helped her gain versity truly is well-spent
leadership skills and a pas- and has allowed us students
sion for school.
to sueceed in life."
"The program also
The celebration ended
allowed me to be Miss UCF, with Callarman accepting
just because I would have the Red Door Award on
never been open to so many behalf of himself and his
things that the university wife.
has," she said. ''.All the
"The best minute I
money getting funded into spend is one I invest in peothese programs at the uni- ple," Callarman said.

~LINIQUE
Fresh Faces Tour 2009
in partnership withteemucrn

Get ready for your close-up!
Date: October 6th & 7th Time: 11 :00 AM - 7:00 PM
Place: The Patio
4000 Central Florida Boulevard
Visit the Clinique Fresh Faces Tour to have your m?,tkeup
done by a Clinique Expert and photo snapped by
a professional photographer.
Enter your best shot into the Clinique Fresh Faces Contest
for a chance to win. Shop for your favourite Clinique skin care
and makeup products while a DJ spins the hottest tunes.
You can even score some free Clinique treats!

. ~ CLINIQUE
Alergy Tested.100% Fragance Free.

HPV Fact:
It is estimated
that eac
in the
US, there IS a
new case of
I

•

I

I
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There's something you can do.
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Reality TV star doesn't consider himself a celebrity
FROM

Al

college, so when I grew up it
was kind of embedded into

art, Fla., just to get the
chance to see the captain.
"I got a call from my son
who knows I'm a big fan,"
Scott said. ''You don't get
this kind of thing where I
live."
Hansen shared with
audience members his
experience as the captain of
the Northwestern and how
the reality show · has
changed his life.
As a fourth generation
Norwegian
fisherman,
Hansen said he didn't have
much of a .choice denying
his future in the fishing
industry.
"When my dad came
over from Norway, you
either fished or you farmed,
that was it," Hansen said.
"You didn't go to college.
They really didn't have a

our brains."
While other kids were
doing homework in elementary school, Hansen said he
was drawing pictures of
boats.
"That's all I've ever wanted to do,".he said. "I don't
· think a nine-to-five would
suit me; I would probably be
fired the first day."
After graduating high
school, Hansen began fishing year-round on the
Northwestern and eventualPERSANDI / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
ly became the full-time cap- Sig Hansen, the captain of the NorthwesternJACQUELINE
on the Discovery Channel's Deadliest
tain at the age of 24. He Catch spoke to more than 500 people in the Pegasus Ballroom on Wednesday.
prides himselfon not having
any major accidents or junior digital media major, · aspects that keep viewers
deaths onboard, which he said. "It's interesting to see hooked.
credits to his crew's work what he has to say."
"I like seeing the perethic.
But that:s not to say the sonalities of the captain
"I like the way he thinks Northwestern and its crew and the crew," Scott said.
and orders his crew to do haven't seen their fair share "The danger of it all, the
things," Gabriel Sanchez, a of drama That's one of the action, the cold and the
drama. There's always
some kind of drama"
Hansen doesn't see it
as drama but rather the
everyday life on the boat,
he said.

"It gets so monotonous
that pretty soon you just
start to pick on each other,
it just happens. An argument will come out of
nowhere," Hansen said.
"Well think about it,
you're in confined quarters, you got a big boat
with a big deck with very
small living quarters, so
you get sick of each other
after a while."
Hansen doesn't expect
to add any new crew
Illembers, even though he
said he receives personal
requests every day. So far,
he's received resumes
from doctors,·lawyers and
even bodybuilders, but he
believes becomjng a fisherman is more of a
lifestyle change rather
than a way to prove oneself.
Hansen said he finds
the attention he gets from
the show both good and
bad and said he doesn't
consider himself a celebrity but, rather, "a very popular fisherman."

"People in the street
will come up or say, 'Oh,
sign this autograph for me,
you're a celebrity,' which
makes me want to just jam
it down their throat. Don't
use that word, that's not
. us," Hansen said.
At the end of the interview, Hansen answered
audience questions, took
pictures with fans and
signed autographs.
Students asked about
the details of his life as a
captain and as a reality
star. One bold UCF student offered to buy
Hansen a round of beers, '
which received a loud
cheer from the audience
when Hansen instead
requested his favorite
alcoholic beverage, "Norwegian Champagne," a
vodka and coke mixed
drink.
Hansen took $40 out of
his wallet and handed it to
the student.
"Well start running
man, I need a buzz," he
said.

•
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•

Good, clean fun

••

CHRISTINA DEPARIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

David Cohn, a senior theatre major, gives out salllJlles of PureH hand sanitizer outside of the Student Union on
Friday as students dean their hands. Cohn handed out the band sanitizer for the UCF Health Center.

Life is a highway; enjoy the ridel
Attach: ~

fi]UCF
Status Updates

9

~!.

cfl] ,. ,

•

October 5 · 11 am MSC presents Building BLOCKS Workshop Series: Adjusting to

~ Photos

College Culture. Find out how to navigate the newfound
pressures of college life with Counseling Services. SU Sand Key 220

fl] Links.

3:30 - 5pm VUCF presents Tutoring at Mending Hearts Charities. RSVP to
vucf_mentor@mail.ucf.edu.

Mor.e .

7:30 - 8:30pm VUCF. presents an lnter:est Session! Contact
VUCF_PR1@mail.ucf.edu. SU Cape Florida Rm 316C .
Office of Student Involvement
Division of Student
Development and .
Enrollment Services

October 6

11 am MSC presents You Can Serve: National Service Organization Info
Session. Learn more on how to join the Peace Corps. Te~h for America, and
other national and local service groups. SU Key West 218C

For ADA accommodations,
contact OSI

1:30 - 3pm KoRT leadership workshop ·Parliamentary Procedure and
Making Meetings Effective." SU 218A8

Contact info:
Student Union, Room 208

5:'30 - 9:30pm VUCF presents SandwichElS and Conversation. RSVP to
vucf_hunger@mall.ucf.edu.

P.O. Box 163245
Phone: (407) 823--6471
Fax: (407) 823-5899
Email: osi@mail.ucf.edu
www.getinvolveducf.com

-, October 7

•
...

•

,,

11 am - 1pm VUCF presents Get Carded Green Ribbon Day.
Student Union Patio

•
Octoper 8

12 - 1pm VUCF presents Alternative Spring Break Information Sessfon.
Email VUCF_ASB@mail.ucf.edu. SU 222

•

7pm SGA Senate Meeting. SU 218
8pm MSC presents Platanos and Collard Greens. A romantic comedic play
about an African-American man and a Latino woman forced to overcome
cultural and racial prejudices. SU Pegasus Ballroom.

•
C

October 10

8am - 2pm VUCF presents Knights Give Back 20091 Please join us for
. OCF's annual day of service. Pre-registration needed! Find a site and sign up
atwww.vucf.getinvolveducf.com/knightsgiveback.

,,

·October 11 3 -- 7:30pm VUCF presents Econ River Canoe Cleanup. RSVP necessary,

I

.. ,

r~

spots are very limited. Email Marton at VUCF_Animals@mail.ucf.edu.
Where's a COPY/FAX machine? The SGA office (Student Union 214) has
one for student use!

t1

'}
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Ban attempted in four other states
FROM

CFF ARCHIVE

Spirit Splash is an annual event held during Homecoming week where
students stonn the Reflecting Pond.The event is considered a UCF tradition.

'Common sense'
)

kept rules away
FROM

Al

any part thereof or the
rights of other members. of the university
community."
Amber Suarez is one
student who wasn't
sure about the Reflecting Pond rules.
"I have no idea. I
never really thought
about it," said Suarez, a
sophomore communication sciences and disorders major. She said
she knows it's against
school rules.
Joe Miller, an electrical engineering graduate studel!t, also said he
had no idea what is the
policy regarding the
Reflecting Pond.
"I think it would be
refreshing," he said.
"Now that you mention
it, I'm tempted to go
find out."
William Merck, vice
president for administration and finance, said
the "good common
sense" displayed by students in regard to the
pond is what has negated the need for a rule to
this point.
However,
Merck
advised students to stay
out of the Reflecting
Pond for other reasons.
"We don't maintain
the pH balance in the
Reflecting Pond as you
would in a home swim-

ming pool," Merck said.
He also cited safety as
an issue.
"Multiple people playing around in the pond
without oversight, as we
have at Spirit Splash, has
high potential for an accident - slipping, falling
and collisions," he said.
"The occasional person
standing in the pond for a
picture after graduation or
for some other purpose is
innocuous and is not a
problem."
Roop said he does not
recall a student arrest at
Spirit Splash, either.
"They have a pretty
good police presence out
there
[during
Spirit
Splash]," Roop said.

Al

McEwen said. ''We like to say [the
amendment] is pro-life. It gives rights to
all sorts of people."
According to McEwen, the group
wants to be able to have the amendment placed on the ballot in 2010.
To do so, they would need to collect
678, 8ll signatures by Feb. L Ifplaced on
the ballot, the group would then have to
gain 60 percent of the vote to become
constitutional law, McEwen said
''Just by saying that unborn babies,
disabled people, African-Americans,
everybody has rights as a person, it will
start changing the minds ofpeople," she
said ''We understand you can't legislate
morality."
According to the amendment, the
words ''person" and "natural person"
apply to all human beings, irrespective
of age, race, health, function, condition
of physical and/or mental dependency
and/or disability, or method of reproduction, from the beginning of the biological development of that human
being.
It is the wording of the amendment
that has critics opposing not only its
legality, but its intentions as well.
The problem lies with the line "the
beginning of biological development,"
which McEwen defines as the moment
the sperm and the egg meet
It could lead to the banning of most
forms of female contraception, specifically birth control
,
Adrienne Kimmell, the executive
director of the Florida Association of
Planned Parenthood Affiliates, said she
opposes the Personhood movement.
She said that it restricts access to reproductive healthcare and would send
women's health backward
"This is something that is being
pushed by an extremist, fringe group
nationally;' Kimmell said ''We've seen
these attempts and we know that they
[American Life League and Personhood USA] failed"
They have tried in Oregon, Montana
and Georgia and failed to get it on the
ballot In Colorado, they were defeated
in a 3-1 margin, when it was on the bal-

lot''
Abigail Malick, a senior sociology
and interdisciplinary studies major, said
she was not surprised when she learned
that attempts to pass the amendment
had come to Florida
''It would be very hurtful to women,
it's a bill against women's reproductive
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rights," Malick said "It brings the government between a woman and her
doctor and would impact us all Whenever you are taking away rights from
women, it affects everyone:'
According to Erin Kettles, the
director of marketing for UCF Health
Services, the pharmacy fills out approximately 1,500 birth control prescriptions per month and the women's clinic writes nearly 1,300 prescriptions for
birth control per month.
Kimmel said that 98 percent of
women use birth control at some point
in their lives and nearly 1.7 million
women are in need of birth control as it
is a part ofwomen's health.
Ashley Lee, a senior women's studies major, decided to research the topic\
further after hearing about it on campus.
Lee, who is also a member of the
UCF chapter for the National Organization for Women, believes that if passed,
the amendment would change
women's lives as we know it
"I definitely think it is an absurd proposal because it is dangerous to women
and to people as a governed body," Lee
said "Everyone has their own beliefs
and it just seems that certain groups of
people want to impose [their beliefs] on
others or at least work really hard to
impose it on others."
Stephanie Kovats, the director ofthe
F.astside Clinic of the JMJ Llfe Center,
had never heard of the group before
learning about the amendment on the
news, but supports their efforts.
"It's sad that we would have to make

an amendment that claimed unborn
people are persons,'' Kovats said. "I
mean, what else are they?''
Still, Kovats said she does understand the issues that arise in regards to
women's rights and women's access to
birth control. and thinks the passage of
the bill is ''mighty unlikely."
Kimmell echoes this sentiment,
albeit for different reasons.
''I think that Floridians are going to
see this for what it is: an attempt by an ,
extremist group to come in and amend
our Constitution and by the government to intervene in our lives," Kimmell said
Even if the amendment were written into the state constitution, it would
be in direct violation of Roe v. Wade, a
1973 Supreme Court decision that held
the U.S. Constitution gave women the
right to have an abortion.
Moreover, a subsequent ban on birth •
control would go against Griswold v.
Connecticut, which stated that the use
ofbirth control was protected under the
Constitution's right to privacy.
Malick, however, still thinks people
should take action against the amendment
''I don't think it will pass. The group
that's pushing this is more of a fringe
group and they don't have a lot of support - not even among conservatives;•
Malick said "But I do suggest that
everyone contact their state representative, congressman or congresswoman
and senators. You just have to take
everything seriously, even if you don't
think it will pass."
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Parents visit
UCFcampus
MARY STARKEY .
Contributing Writer

This weekend, parents
joined in on the home football game festivities for
UCF's annual Family
Weekend.
Events planned for families included barbecues,
open houses and a variety
of informational events in
individual colleges.
The event has been
scheduled for the past several years and has been a
joint-staffed endeavor that
includes all aspects ofUCF
programming, said Kelly
Sparks, Office of Student
Involvement's coordinator
of Family Weekend.
"Our hope is to provide
the parents, family members and community with
a weekend where they can
come back and get a taste
of what it's like at our campus on a day-to-day basis,"
Sparks said.
Family Weekend has
expanded every year. This
year's event included
almost double the amount
of programs as last year
and a pep rally Friday in
the Student Union to build
support for Saturday's
game.
This year's program,
working alongside College
Open House Day, included
more than 45 listed events
for families to attend
throughout the three-day
period.
·Sparks said that the
amount of parents who
show up on Family Weekend is on the rise.
'We have seen a growth
in attendance over the last
several yeiµ-s," Sparks said.

Although registration
was not mandatory for
general Family Weekend
events, Sparks commented
that the added programs
have helped influence the
growth in attendance.
OSI was· not the only
group on campus to see an
increase in attendance
throughout the weekend.
Ticket sales for the football game were also aided
by the Family Weekend
crowd.
"Family Weekend typically has a positive effect
on ticket sales as many
parents come into town to
visit their kids," said AJ
Arem, a sales manager for
UCF Athletics. "The fraternities and sororities of
Greek Life, for example,
purchased more than 2,500
football game tickets for
the Family Weekend
game."
With the influx of visitors in the area for the
weekend, local hotels felt
an increase in both guests
and business.
Jennifer Arango, representative for La Quinta Inn
and Suites on Research
Parkway, said UCF events
such as Family Weekend
and graduation boost the
occupancy rate of the
hotel. The hotel offered
incentives for visiting families such as a 15 percent
discount and shuttle service to campus.
Throughout the community and within the
campus itself, Family
Weekend has inspired connections and continues to
be a growing tradition,
both in numbers and significance.

Women fin4 support in each other

•

SHAYLA SILVA
Contributing Writer

Last year Francine Bacchus hit rock bottom.
Bacchus, a junior chemistry major, started the
Women Improving SelfEsteem group one year
ago to help enhance the
lives of women by educating them on the importance of self-esteem and
empowering them to
make a difference in their
communities.
"I was going through
something personal," Bacchus said. "I felt like I
didn't have anywhere to
tum. I talked to my friends
and family, but it got
redundant:'
Low self-esteem was an
issue that Bacchus dealt
with her entire life. She
relied on other people,
particularly men, for validation. The result was
''very
self-destructive
behavior," she said.
Bacchus believed she
wasn't the only .girl who
was suffering and that
there needed to be an outlet for theip. to express
themselves. That is where
Wl.S.R came in. The student-created group would
help women to live up to
their true potentials.
"[W:I.S.E. is] a very
powerful force that helps
me get through the day,"
said Freya Ford, community service director and junior aerospace engineering
major. ''You can get lost in
the college environment,
and this is a good way to
find yourself and become
stronger."
The club meetings are
held at 6 p.m. every other
Thursday on campus.
Wl.S.E. created a program
unique to their organization that is used during its

MONICA AGASTEIN / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Sherri Jones speaks to a group of female students during a W.I.S.E. meeting about self-improvement and confidence.

meetings called "SelfEsteem
Anonymous."
Girls would write down a
problem they're dealing
with, and then the issues
are randomly drawn. The
topics are discussed to
help build up the participants without judgment.
''You get this wealth of
knowledge and advice
from all these different
women," Bacchus said.
In addition, every
month will focus on a different attribute of high
self-esteem, such as
healthy living, self-acceptance, success, leadership
and support groups
through discussions and
activities like "Self-Esteem
Anonymous." A community service project and an
awareness event are also
planned in accordance
with the month's theme.
Eleven female UCF students made up the group's
first board of directors.
Bacchus estimated that 40
supporters showed up at
their last meeting and predicted that the numbers
will continue to increase.
"I became involved

because I'm a personal
friend ofFrancine's and we
were there for each other
when we were dealing
with our issues," said Lucie
Rincher, events director
and junior micro &
molecular biology major.
"It's really important to
have a group like this
because you need a support system to help build
each other up."
Although W.I.S.E. was
founded at UCF, it is currently not affiliated with
the college. It was rejected
to be a registered student
organization
because
"there was no need for
another women's group:'
That did not stop Bacchus.
Instead, Bacchus planned
to expand Wl.S.E. "bigger
than UCF" by turning it
into a nonprofit organization in Florida
"I want everyone to
really know that this is
here," Bacchus said. "I
think it's a very good
resource because selfesteem sets the tone for
your entire life."
W.I.S.E. recognized it
they were not the only stu-

dent group for women, but
Bacchus believed that they
had something that would
set them apart from the
others. The organization
targeted not only college
women, but also high
school girls.
"Our mission is that
we're inclusive," Bacchus
said. "We include all
women because we all go
through the same thing."
Encouraging
high
school girls to help with
their community service is
one of the group's goals.
W.I.S.E. will award the
high school senior that is
most involved with a
scholarship if she attends
UCF. Fundraising will help
to pay for the scholarship.
While W.I.S.E. focused
on building high selfesteem, the group advertised growth and positive
lifestyles to every girl Bacchus encouraged anyone
who wanted to share their
experiences to come to
meetings.
"When you share your
story with someone," Bacchus said, "you set them
free."
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men to leave. The men
became belligerent and
retaliated by verbally and
physically harassing the
partygoers, Gross said
Eric Britt, 19, a music
major, said one man shouted homophobic comments
at him and then headbutted and punched him.
"I saw [Britt] with his
face red," Gross said. "The
kid who did it was yelling."
Gross said guests panicked and ran outside to
avoid the men. He saw that
one guest was bleeding
from his ear down to his
shirt after being assaulted
by the men.
The men made their
way outside but began
throwing their drinks at
the house, according to
Metz.
A friend ofMetz was hit
three times after trying to
talk to the men outside.
Metz said when his friend
came back inside, he was
bleeding from his mouth.
"One of my friends told
me I needed to call the
cops because they were
attacking anyone who
tried to make them leave,"
Metz said
Metz said the men
stayed outside for more
than 20 minutes and continued to shout racist and
homophobic sentiments.
They left right before the
police arrived and a total of
five guests were assaulted,
according to Metz. One
was hit in tlie head with a
bat and spent the night in
the emergency room.
Cpl. James Roop, the
community
relations
supervisor for the UCF
Police Department, said
that for an assault to be
considered a hate crime,
the perpetrator must have
said something derogatory
during the attack.
"They have to have said
something for you to know
that that was why they

INCIDENTS AND OFFENSES
The Unifonn Crime Reporting Program from the FBI collects data about both single-bias and multiple-bias hate
crimes. For each offense type reported, law enforcement must indicate at least one bias motivation. Asingle-bias
incident is defined as an incident in which one or more offense types are motivated by the same bias. Amultiplebias incident is defined as an incident in which more than one offense type occurs and at least two offense types are
motivated by different biases. 2007 is the most recent data collected and analyzed.
• In 2007,2,025 law enforcement agencies reported 7,624 hate crime incidents involving 9,006 offenses.
•There were 7,621 single-bias incidents that involved 8,999 offenses, 9,527 victims,and 6,962 offenders.
•The three multiple-bias incidents reported in 2007 involved 7offenses, 8victims and 3known offenders.
SINGLE-BIAS INCIDENTS

An analysis of the 7,621 single-bias incidents reported in 2007 revealed the following:
•50.8 percent were racially motivated.
• 18.4 percent were motivated by religious bias.
• 16.6 percent resulted frotn sexual-orientation bias.
• 13.2 percent stemmed from ethnicity/national origin bias.
• 1.0 percent were prompted by disability bias.
-WWW.FBI.GOV

were attacking, or if we said. "This one is different
arrest them, then we'll because it was reported.
question them to figure Most aren't because it
out why," Roop said
requires students to out
Metz said he felt the themselves."
Freeman said people
incident at the party had
been a hate crime based on should be more concerned
who had been assaulted about violence occurring
and the derogatory com- in the UCF community.
ments that the men made.
"The fact is that there
Two of the victims are students who are
were gay and one was attacked and that needs to
'be dealt with,'' Freeman
black.
Metz said it had been a said "Our commitment at
costume party and he the university is to address
thought the men assumed these issues. When they
it was a gay party because are unreported, no one
some people were wearing knows they exist except
costumes that were flam- for the victims."
boyant
Freeman added that he
"There were people hoped the incident would
who were hit who were elevate the conversation
not homosexual or black, about homophobia.
but they were standing up
"We have to address the
in defense of those who issue of homophobia,"
Freeman said "It is a disare," Metz said
Michael Freeman, a cussion that needs to hapstaff member for the Office pen on this campus."
of Diversity Initiatives and
Metz said he was disa coordinator for Knight heartened and will not
Allies, said that the inci- likely have a birthday party
dent did not surprise him. next year.
"I'm not frightened," he
·~ the faculty advisor
for GLBSU I hear these said "The chance of lightstories a lot, about people ning striking twice is very
being targeted or verbally slim, but I wouldn't want
attacked or having things to put my friends in that
thrown at them," Freeman position where they feel

threatened in my house."
Freeman said there are
options available on campus for students who feel
they have been victimized.
"One place is the police
Freeman
department,"
said. "They can put students in touch with Victim
Services. The second is the
Counseling Center. They
don't need to schedule an
appointment, and we can
get them connected with
what they need"
Britt was again assaulted in a second incident a
week after the party. He
said that on Sept. 19 his
friend dropped him off in
front of Tower m at 4 am.
As Britt walked toward the
entrance of the building,
two intoxicated men came
out from behind bushes.
They started asking
him questions and then
suddenly one punched
him as the other grabbed
him around the neck. Britt
said he escaped and got
their license plate number
before they got back into
their car and drove away.
The incident was
reported to the UCF Police
Department and the investigation is still open.

UNIVERSITY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)
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UCF 32 MEMPHIS 4

•

Run game helps
Knights hold
edge in time of
•
possession
WILLIAM PERRY

RYAN BASS

Sports Editor

Sports Editor

UCF won because •••
The Knights played keep away
in Saturday's 32-14 win over Memphis, holding the ball for nearly 39
minutes in the contest
The main reason UCF was able
to dominate time of possession was
running back Brynn Harvey's 42
carry, 219 yard performance - the
sixth highest individual total in
school history. 1n all, UCF ran for
261 yards against the Tigers.
Harvey carried the load for the
Knights in the second half, including nine consecutive carries late in
the fourth quarter. With under a
minute remaining, he sealed the
victory with a 25-yard touchdown
run to cap his big day. His 42 carries
are third-most in school history.
Harvey has carried the ball 128
times for 536 yards (4.2 per-carry
average) and six touchdowns so far
this season.
After a dreadful four-interception performance against ECU last
weekend, senior quarterback Brett
Hodges bounced back to deliver an
efficient performance, despite getting off to a slow start
Hodges was just 2-of-7 for 22
yards after the first quarter, but finished the game 16-of-28 for 214
yards with two touchdowns and
one interception.
Although Memphis boasts CUSA's best pass defense, Hodges
was able to connect for key first
downs with his tight ends and with
wide receiver Jamar Newsome on a
22-yard pass over the middle to put
the Knights up 22-14 midway
through the fourth quarter.
On defense, aside from allowing
a few big pass plays, UCF was able
to contain the Tigers' offense, holding them to just 67 yards rushing on
26 carries, in addition to hauling in
two interceptions.
UCF's front four was able to put
consistent pressure on the quarterback, hurrying both Tyler Bass and
Will Hudgens for much of the
game. The Knights finished with
six tackles for loss, including 2.5
sacks from defensive end Bruce
l\,;filler.
,, Just one play after Hodges' TD
pass to Newsome, a pick by freshman comerback Josh Robinson
gave the Knights some breathing
room as Nick Cattoi's fourth field
goal of the game made it a two possession game at 25-14.

Memphis lost because ••.
The Tigers had no answer for
UCF's run game. They couldn't
stop Harvey and they couldn't get
off of the field to allow their offense
to get them back into the game late.
The Knights held the ball for
nearly 10 minutes in the fourth
quarter and were able to do so with
continuous run plays to Harvey,
who was able to slip through small
holes in the Tigers' line and was
able to bounce offtackles to pick up
additional yardage.
A majority of his runs came in 3,
4 and 5-yard chunks. It wasn't until
late in the game that Memphis gave
up a long run, when Harvey broke
two big ones for 35 and 25 yards.
Memphis was made one dimensional. Contrary to their counter-

•

Harvey's 219
rushing yards
lead Knights
past Memphis

RAMI ROTLEWIQ / CTNTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF running back Brynn Harvey carried the load on offense, rushing for career highs in yards and carries.

BY THE NUMBERS
5

29

UCF took five drives into Memphis territory in
the first half but had just three points to show
for it.

After scoring just three points through two
quarters, UCF put up 29 second-half points

6

42

The Knights recorded six tackles for loss against
the Tigers, including 2.5 sacks by Bruce Miller.

Harvey carried the ball 42 times Saturday,
sixth-most in school history

parts, the Tigers run game was nonexistent. 27 of the team's 67 yards
came in mop-up duty in the final
seconds of the game.
Aside from completing a few
long pass plays, the Tigers were
unable to get anything going on
offense. For much of the game,
short passes in the flats were the
only viable options, with UCF
allowing only completions underneath coverage.

Whatthis all means •••
The Knights are just one win
away from equaling last year's total
and are now just three victories
away from becoming bowl eligible.
For everything that's been said
about this team, one thing they have
been is resilient. They've started
some games slowly, and they've
committed lots of first half mistakes, but they've been able to
rebound to play completely different second halves several times this
year.
The Knights trailed Memphis 7-3
after two quarters, but put up 29
points and close to 300 yards of
offense after the half on their way to

the victory.

Game ball
There's no question about this one.
Harvey turned in UCF's 10th
200-yard effort in school history. He
picked up big yards and helped
chew precious seconds off the
clock to keep the ball away from
Memphis with the two teams separated by just one point at 15-14 to
start the fourth quarter.
He also broke a 35-yard run in
the drive that led to the Knights
going ahead with 3:15 remaining in
the game.

Honorable mention
Sophomore kicker Nick Cattoi
converted on all four of his field
goal attempts after missing two last
weekend in a 19-14 loss to East Carolina. He made kicks of 24, 46, 42
and 26 yards, the last of which came
with 3:15 remaining in the game to
put the Knights up by two scores.

Looking ahead •••
UCF has a bye week, but they
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON A9

•

UCF linebacker Derrick Hallman
knew just how crucial UCF's 32-14
victory over Memphis on Saturday
was for the rest of season.
"Big win," he said as he walked
out of the post-game press conference room, shaking the hands of
Brett Hodges and Corey Hogue.
After a 2-2 start to the season, it
was just the kind of game the
Knights needed.
Brynn Harvey rushed for careerhighs of 219 yards and 42 carries and
the offense scored 29 second-half
points to propel the Knights (3-2
overall 1-2 in Conference USA) to
their first conference win of the season, giving them confidence heading
into a bye week before in-state foe
Miami comes to town Oct. 17.
With the 297 yards oftotal offense
and a couple of scores, the Knights
have now outscored opponents 8339 in the in the final two quarters this
season.
"I think it was a well played game
in the second half by us," head coach
George O'Leary said. ''I think it was
[a combined effort by] the offense,
defense and the kicking game. Obviously Cattoi, I don't know how many
field goals he had, but I thought it
was a good day for him and a good
conference win."
Trailing 14-9 with just over two
minutes remaining in the third quarter, the Knights converted on a 6 play,
58-yard drive in just 1:58 seconds to
take the lead at 15-14 after a missed
two-point conversion. On that drive,
Hodges completed passes of 15, 12
and seven yards down the field, the
last of which was a touchdown pass
to Ricky Kay. It was the second long
pass to Kay on that drive.
"It was kind of the same play each
time," Kay said. "They weren't covering the flat route. He knew it, and I
knew it, and I turned my head quick
and did what I could."
UCF made sure it wouldn't give
up the lead in the final frame. The
Knights converted eight first downs
in the quarter and scored on their
final three drives of the game to seal
the victory. Harvey capped off his
career day with a 25-yard touchdown
run down the left sideline with 41
seconds remaining with the Knights
trying to run out the clock out.
"That run that he broke the tackle
on, that's being a running back,"
O'Leary said. That's what you expect
from your running backs. He got hit
·in the backfield and broke that and
scampered outside down the sideline. That's what I have been waiting

C
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'[That] was the icing
on the cake. It was
nice.'

("

("

- UCF RB BRYNN HARVEY

ON HIS 25-YARDTOUCHDOWN WITH 0:41 LEFT

G

formorephotos
from the game:
www.UCFnews.wm
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for him to do in these first
three or four games."
The first half was a
slow one for both teams.
Bqth Memphis and UCF
converted just 142 yards of
total offense in the first
quarter, resulting in the
first scoreless tie of the
season for the Knights
after the opening period.
Despite just 88 yards of
cffense, the Knights were
d!"iving late in the first
period. Three plays into
the second quarter, UCF
got on the scoreboard with
a 24-yard field goal by
Nick Cattoi, giving UCF a
3-0 advantage with 13:17
remaining in the hal£
Memphis didn't take
long to respond, as a 61-

· UCFhas
. byeweek,
readies for
' No.llUM
FROM

i

A9

Cattoi's four FGs ties school record
FROM

•

· www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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yard bomb from sophomore quarterback Tyler ·
Bass to Duke Calhoun
down the sideline put the
Tigers up 7-3. Bass
accounted for a couple of
big plays on that 9-play
drive, including two huge
runs of of 16 and 11 yards
on third-and-long situations. The sophomore
quarterback finished with
115 yards passing and a
touchdown before being
replaced by backup Will
Hudgens.
The frustration started
there for the Knights
offense, as they were able
to move the ball down the
field, but couldn't muster
any points out of it. UCF
took four of its first five
drives of the game into
Memphis territory, but
only converted one field
goal.
"It's kind ofthe story of
our season, isn't it? It's
really frustrating," said
Hodges, who threw an

interception on a drive
late in the second quarter
in Memphis territory.
"They aren't doing
anything to beat us. We
are ·doing it to ourselves. .
We are moving the ball
down there, and we just
have to keep working to
fmish."
.
·
The second half has
been kind to the Knights
all season and this game
was no different. Cattoi
hit back-to-back field
goals on the teams first
two drives of the third
quarter as UCF took back
the lead at 9-7 with under
four minutes to play. The
UCF kicker had a schoolrecord four field goals
made in the game and is
now 7-for-7 in field goals
at home.
Hudgens came in at
quarterback for the Tigers
with 3:52 left in the third
quarter and didn't take
long to have his impact
felt in the ,game, connect-

ing with receivers Deven
Onarheim and Calhoun
down the field for 23 and
32 yards to set up a 12-yard
touchdown strike.
UCF's defense got better as the game went on,
holding the Tigers down
in the fourth quarter after
talcing the lead going into
the final period Freshman
Josh Robinson added his
first career interception
whenhepickedoffaHudRAMI ROTLEWIU / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
gens pass with 7:18 left in · UCF.quarterback Brett Hodges found Ricky Kay (above) for the go-ahead 7-yard
the game. Bruce Miller touchdown pass at the end of the third quarter. Kay caught four passes for S2 yards.
also had a big game for the
Knights, sacking Hudgens
with uilder three minutes
to play. He finished the
ALL TYPES
game with 3.5 tackles for
loss and 2.5 sacks.
I
AFTER911
Those plays set up the
CALL
877-IF-IN-PAIN
Knights with a chance to
YIIR FRfl 8NESTIP SHOP flR llGAl
pad the lead off Harvey's
1 MEIICAl se1maNS AU KINDS
late score. It was the final
touches in a much needed
• PAIN MANAGEMENT• MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
win.
•ATTORNEY ASSISTANCE• VEHICLE ASSISTANCE
• INSURANCE CLAIMS ASSISTANCE
"[That] was the icing
•TRAFFKTICKET ASSISTANCE
on the cake," Harvey said.
''It was nice."
ASKFIRIMRIT
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will need every bit of
preparation they can
• get as they will squareoff against the .University of Miami at honie
on Oct.17.
•
The · Hurricanes
took down No. 8 Oklahoma 21-20 Saturday
night: Miami quarter" back Jacory Harris
recovered to throw
three
touchdowns
• after starting with
interceptions on the
team's first two possessions.
•
The 'Canes (4-1)
boast some of the
nation's top talent, yet
the Knights lost just
• 2&-14 on the road to
Miami last year.

Join us as BEAR GRYLLS,
host of"Man Vs. WIida on the
Discovery Channel™takes on
some of llfe's toughest questions.

Free event at Northland Church
Longwood. FL
. VISIT alphausa.org/bf;!arlive or
CALL 407-949-4000 for details! ·

•
JI

.

What is Phi Kappa_Phi?
•
Prestige: Phi Kappa Phi is the nation s·oldest,
largest and most selective all-discipline academic
honor society.
1

High Standards: Only the top 10% of seniors
and 7.5% of juniors, having completed at least 72
semester hours, are eligible for membership.
Graduate students in the top 10% also qualify.

HPV Fact:
The treatment
for
can be a
process
and can involve
'

'

or
the warts.

Award~: Phi Kappa Phi awards more than
$800,000 annually. No other honor society awards
as much .

.Look for your invitation soon!

There's something you can do.

For more information, please contact:

,

Dr. Diane I. Neff, President
Chapter 232
The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi
PhiKappaPhi@mail.ucf.edu
or
dneff@mail.ucf.edu
Membership in Phi Kappa Phi does not conflict with
membership in other honor socfeties.

t
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OUR STANCE

H

ow do you stir up feelings of''they're coming to get you'' among
every fraternity at UCF? Send
them an e-mail describing
how an anonymous claim of
misconduct has led to·a
restriction being placed on the
entire community.
UCF pressed a sore spot
with the Greeks last Tuesday
that stirred up the hive.
However, no matter how
demonized the communitv
feels, there is more evidence of .
a fumbled policy decision here
than a Greek row witch hunt
What kind of complaint
justifies putting all pledge
activity on hold for all UCF
fraternities? It can't be said
for sure, except that it was
something pertaining to a
''major risk management
issue," according to the official correspondence on the
matter. It certainly sounds
serious, but it doesn't actually
divulge anything - which is
part of what makes the whole
situation look like UCF did
something right and wrong at

the same time.
By keeping the actual mate-rial of the issue out of the
news, it avoided a repeat of the
situation where the Betas and
UCF had their reputations
tinted by an accusation. It also
shows that there is some line
for restraint in terms of what
the university will do with tips
from anonymous sources.
However, the other side of
the Beta situation, as we
pointed out, was how the fraternity's suspension came
down to a punishment for
being accused. This time
around, keeping the nature of
the issue quiet managed to
leave a whole section of the
student body wondering what
it stood accused of.
Of course, asking all fraternities to hold off on taking in
and educating new members
could be interpreted as an act
of discretion by UCE If only
one or a few groups were told
about an anonymous complaint that would require a halt
in pledge activity, there could
have been even greater fallout

(.

because nobody likes to be
singled out
Instead, the issue came
across as a move squarely
against Greek organizations.
In trying to keep organizations from feeling singled out
and vilified, the university has
broadened the scope of those
feelings, so now it !)nly
appears as if the university
has a low opinion of the
entire Greek community.
1bis, of course, brings
things full circle; this is a case
where UCF is more likely to
have dropped the ball, not
thrown it at the fraternities it
hosts.
·
There isn't a faster way to
make a section of the students
more suspicious of the
administration than to put
them all in the same boat with
restrictions based on anonymous claims. However, it
shouldn't be that a wbole section of the UCF community
feels persecuted because they
were asked to hold off on taking new members for about
24-hours.

Ruri a clean race,
even in runoffs
T

he results for the Student Government
·
Association's 42nd Senate were released this week,
leaving 10 seats that had three
candidates each in a run-off
situation. This week the two
candidates with the most
votes for each seat will go
head-to-head in another vote.
This publication did not
endorse any ticket or any particular candidate but instead
urged all hopeful senators to
run a clean race and uphold
promises made during election time once in office.
Again, we urge the expectant senators for the College
of Business Administration
Seats 5 and 8, College of Education Seat 2, College of Sciences Seats 3, 4, 7 and 9, College of Engineering Seat 5,
Undergraduate Studies Seat 1
and College of Health and
Public Affairs Seat 2, to
remain honest and fair during this continued political
process.
Although everyone's interest in the SGA elections is not

equal, these run-off elections
are still important to the students of UCF.
The senate allocates the
money used for events that
clubs and organizations hold
each year including Home-coming. It is a reasonable
assumption that the 52,000
UCF students would only
want trustworthy representatives dealing with the tuition
money set aside for these
activities.
These same representatives are also responsible for
writing resolutions for
changes students demand,
such as budget cuts opposed
to program cuts. We need
honest people pushing for
what the students want, especially since these senators
deal with faculty, staff and
administration, all the way up
to President Hitt
Ifthis is not enough reason
to act responsibly and ethically, then please remember how
embarrassing and tedious
immoral political practices
can be. We have recent

national examples, including
the governor of Illinois Rod R
Blagojevich's attempt to sell
his appointment of Barack
Obama's successor in the
United States Senate.
SGA should be a starting
point for success through
clean and fair political action
and interactive civics, not a
training ground for dirty dealings and corruption.
Optimistic senators, you
are partaking in a practice that
will yield much power ifyou
are elected. Please keep this in .
mind and run a clean race.
Students: You would be
wise to remember your role
in this whole process - voting. It is your responsibility
to make yourself aware of
each candidate and their
political promises, opinions
and reputation.
We ask you to take this
election just as serious as you
took the first round. SGA saw
a record-high number ofvoters during the first round.
Let's see if we can. do the
same thing in the runoffs.

No joke: watch
what you say
P
•
•

olitics demand that
politicians watch what
they say. This starts
with any institution that takes
itself the least bit seriously,
and this certainly includes the
Student Government Association at UCE
The election results are in
and the papers have been
filed. At a date yet to be confinned, a decision by the SGA
Judicial Council will determine if William Lusk could
lose the senate seat as a result
of what he said was a joke.
Considering that more
than an SGA seat is at stake
- imagine starting a political
career with a charge of
bribery on your record - this
is ~me of the worst times to
see somebody calling on the

,..,

His defense that it wasn't a
''I was being ironic" defense.
real bribe, but a joke of a bribe
This publication won't ,
conjecture as to who is telling intended to make a point, has
the truth, but it remains clear
some serious flaws.
Trying to simulate a robthat Lusk made a stark error,
whether or not it was a real
bery with satirical demands
attempt at bribery.
will yield similar consequences to performing the real
It isn't comt:orting to think
deal In Lusk's case, there's a
that sometimes free speech
has soft edges that have to be
chance he.could have avoided
watched in certain situations.
his present situation if he had
said 'Tm just kidding'' to start
However, some things just
off the phone call
can't or shouldn't be joked
The appeals council will
about under certain circumdecide whether or not Lusk
stances.
will sit on the senate, but
The real risk Lusk took
there is one thing that should
was in forgetting that the
have been clear from the
motivation of anything some-start: You don't make jokes
body says is open to conjecture. His fate now depends
about bombs at the airport,
and you don't offer a bribe
on what SGA thinks was the
motivation behind something during a contentious election,
he ~ai.d.
~
. even if it's a satirical bribe.
if
~
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Fraternity pledge classes put Spokesman says fraternities
on hold,
should comply with e-mail
(

First and foremost, the new
member process is not stopped but
· rather just put on hold. UCF has a
magnifying glass right now and we
don't need something stupid to
happen while they are investigating
a ridiculous claim. As for everyone
who is bashing Greeks, you are no
different than UCF. Before making
ridiculous claims about our GPAs,
habits and involvement, take a look
around..we have higher average
GPAs, an insane amount of volunteer hours, and all the while managing to have some fun. Whatever
is going on, UCF is actually trying
to protect fraternities. Ifthey were
trying to get rid of them.. Theta Chi
wouldn't have been awarded a
house. Simple as that

No, he didn't defend IFC. He
sold us out He said we should listen to the university when they are
telling us to roll over and beg like
dogs. We are not dogs, we are men.
We are proud fraternity men, and
we are sick and tired ofbeing
treated like criminals and terrorists
for wearj.ng letters on campus and
daring to form organizations with
like minded people. We're tired of
busting our asses to earn money
for charity only to be kicked
around and lied to by UCF.
I wouldn't be surprised at all to
find out that UCF paid off Brock to
try and get greeks to roll over and
play dead.

-GREEK

Oh give me a break. I wish the
fraternity members would stop
pulling the "we are manly men"
card, because really- you are just
being sensationalists and drama
queens about this whole issue. Lets
be realistic here, do you REALl..Y
feel as if you are treated like "criminals" or "terrorists" around campus?Please, if anything, I think the
greek community is overglorified
at UCF. And instead of complaining relentlessly maybe you guys
should try to
the other side of
the story. If something IllEGAL
did indeed transpire during the
pledge process, UCF is OBLlGATED to take it seriously. Any organization that receives University
allocated funds and represents the
school should be monitored and
disciplined if needeq. Personally, as
someone who is clearly Nar in a
Fraternity or Sorority I am glad
that the school doesn't allow
gre.eks to run wild on campus and
mar the University's reputation.
You guys need to take it at face
value- it was a simply request for a
voluntary freeze until the issue
could be investigated, so stop overdramatizing it

@Greek,
Just ask Beta about how well
UCF protected all 1t>O of them
against false accusations of rape by
the woman in Ohio. They really
went to bat for them, made sure of
all the facts, dismissed any hearsay
evidence, protected their privacy,
avoided allowing them to be ''tried
in the press:' All those things you
hope your university would do for
you.
Sure, ask Beta about all that
What a joke, protecting fraternities.
They did none of the above, pursued them like rabid dogs and then
scapegoated them j-tJSt to look
tough on date-- rape with a two year
suspension.
Protecting them alright What
dream world are you in, anyway?
-SOMEBODY DO SOMETHING

So, I just watched some of the
reports on the news. Is UCF serious? From my impression, this was
essentially an anonymous tip. No
name of the fraternity or student
was given (even to administration),
and it seems like there was no
checks to actually make sure this
claim was true and connected with
a fraternity. And UCF pulls that
type of action to put Greek Life in a ·

frenzy? Really?
Shoot first, ask questions later
with this administration, I guess.

-STUDENT

Seems pretty ironic if this is
really because a parent complained
to Hitt Sort of makes me laugh
actually.
A few months ago I complained
to Hitt that his school had falsely
accused my son and 100 of his fraternity brothers of rape, and that
the media was camped out on their
lawn calling them names, and that
the school was destroying their
reputations. Dozens of parents
complained to Dr Hitt actually.
His response? He did nothing.
Just got pissed off that the parents
were sending him angry letters.
- BETA PARENT

UCF,
You do not need to ruin everyone's Greek experience. Your
actions lately have been over the
top and unnecessary. It seems
like you're just trying to save face
for how poorly you've been handling things and it's not working.
It is apparent that you don't
understand how much Greek life
means to us. Not just the social
aspects but the true bonding and
ritual that we each share with our
members.
Please don't take this away
from us.

t..
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-GIVE MEA BREAK

UCF to allow pledge class
activities to return indefinitely
Does anyone else think Hestons
statement is completely obnoxious? 'Hey guys, you're so lucky,
we're gonna lay off you now even
ifwe could theoretically keep punishing hundreds ofinnocent people if we wanted to, because we
think there may be a few guilty
ones out there somewhere. But if
someone else calls up with an
unproven complaint you'll all be
back on the hook again... ". I
thought it couldnt get any worse
after Beta-when one fraternity
was smeared and punished for
something they didnt do. But this
time UCF had even less evidence,
and they punished not just one fraternity but the whole IFC. Now
they're acting like they're -doing us
a favor by backing off just in time
for our parents to come visit How
does this get fixed?

(

'

'

-OFFENDED

To "offended"
Exactly how were frats ''punished" this time?
Look, I get that Beta is getting
the shaft from UCF, I really do, but
all the bitching being done on
news sites over this recent thing
makes all frat bros look like whiny
girls. Get over the persecution
complex for a second and realize
that all UCF did was ask for a voluntary stoppage. Nobody was
banned or suspended. Get over
- GREEK LOVE yourselves.
- BOOHOO
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Online 24 hrs/day:
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225 For Rent Ap,.;t,,ients
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200 For Rent Homes

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 ForSale: General
375 For Sale: Pets
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Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Time C
Help Wanted: Full-Tme C
Business Opportunities B

BARlcNDERS WANTED.
~ a day par:nia. No Experience
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Desig1 Ft.ri..re l.i:µ:m"S
6525 E Cdorial Dr. 0rmxi A
'!!2IJJ7Mcn-Fri10.7Sa106
&n 12-6 4(17-704-6695
Sellirg Something? Wrth our 85%
success rale, it's as good as gone! To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knighmewspapers.com/dassifieds

Chronides of_•
33 Out of harm's
way
35 Border
38 Prior to,
poetically
39 Courtroom figs.
40 Light lunch
45 "Queen of Sour
Franklin
46 Supermar1<at
checkout unit
47 Rainbow shape
50 Hesitant sounds
51 Mexican Mrs.

By BIiiie Truitt
3 Combined two

1Cl,'Mlt

companies Into
one
4 Occupied, as a

desk
5 Goatee's location

s _extremities
legs: rear
7

·sos nuclear

!==;=.tt~~-l~!Dla~nten~
r.

65 Use a swizzle
stick
66Modemists
67 Previously, ·

experiment
8 An&Ner
9 Designer's detail,
briefly
10 Coffee flavoring
11 What we breathe
12 Genetic initials
14 "Just suppose ...•
20 Beatles meter
maid
21 Some savings
plans for short
25
a
37 Phone caller's
Shame": Domino
"Bel you c1on,
hit
recognize rrtJ
26 Writing tablets
~ r
41 ~~s"Of
29Supplymealsfor
30 Iran's official
• 42Tell a story

68 ~~sidenfs

32~fare

43 Mortgage bank,

57 FBI employees

:
Day mo.
35 Jacob's twin

44
old radio
47"_ Fldeles":
Christmas carol

60 Hod<ey surface

53 "Baals me"
55 Pleasantly
concise
59 Fuzzy fru~
s1 "Shucksr'
62 Castaway's spot

63 Post-worl<out woe
64 Spud

DOWN
1 Grapevine news
2 Sufficient

·_That

¥':

36 College housing

48 Land, as a fish
49 Supplies food tor,
as an alfalr
52 Engaged in battle
54

~;'n!requesl

= =~:
56 Goes in haste

Abbr.

s·o lution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

DUI?
POSSESSION?
TRAFFIC VIOLATION?

.

Law Offices of Jennifer A. Jacobs
Former Assistant Public Defender

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700

www.workforstudents.com

Discount for UCF students/ _Free Consultation

ATTB'O ca.LEGE ONUl'E
tern 1-bne. ~ "B..lsi1e$,
"P!!aegal, *Aan.ra-g, "Qimal
..l..lstire.Jcb~
assisl!r"re. CarpJer avcilable,
Fila'mAidWq..iaifi9:l.

Gal (006)858-2121,
www.Cem..ra0ine.CXJ111.

'1-866-74.Z-'1373

407-982-3232
jajacobsESQ@gmail.com

The key to advertising success

W)NW'.florlda--c:lasslflecls.com

Winter Park, FL
DONATE YOUR VB-IIClE
RECENE $1<XX> GROCERY

I~

COUPON UNITED BREAST
CANCER FOUNDATIJN Free
Marrrrq;rcms, Beast~ I"*>
www.lirl.i;Jb FREETc:Mi"g, Tax
De:i.J::dje, Non-Al.ma's
~ (888)468-5964.

•

EWiAMA.$ SPRII\G BREAK
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• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily

•
•

...
•

•

•

•

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

•Complimentary Full.Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Cable with Showtime
•Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area

•Daily Housekeeping Service

•Pet Friendly

• 2Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Outdoor Pool, Jacuzzi

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed lntemetPm55

&Sportscourt

~~~NrCl•if•
- ' • ;am.,11 iirn prim!!

• Limited Maid Service

~ Outdoor Heated Pool

andJaruzzi

"

•99 Fully Equipped Suites

•Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 6p- 7:30p

a

'i
'

www.marriott.com/mcoce www.residenceinri.com/mcore
www.marriott.com/mcots
Ask about our UCF discounted rates

•

am 8:txar:n>TmSWd
Sm; 3~h:ided,
Pllce $4a)), Need t> fast,
ocrat b45rG51@gnala:me00254-7116

11111 High Tech Avenue

401-111-1616 401-513-9000 401-143-6100
• 123 Spacious Rooms
· w/double Beds in
Most Rooms

I

MISCELLANEOUS

• High Speed Internet Access

• Alternative Student Housing
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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AboutUs: ·

Jo.in us at the UCF
Gradua e and Professional
·fair _OJl October 7th.
Bring this· ad and we will

wai

e'your application fee.

• ·M.S. and Ph.D~ programs offered in computer iet'lCC, educational tedm ffog),
in ormation ocurit~~ information :\ - ·ms,.. nd int f1111cltion technlO!ogy
• ,Cutting~edge {<u:ulty and curriculum
• Con\' a1ient online and on-ran ~ fonna
• M.S. in Mana.gerne:nt lnfo:m~ti 1,1 Systems courses o i ed in Or.Lnu.ki: .
• Designated a .1tional Center of Ac.adcmi<i.'. Excellence in
fnfom1alion •-' ~urance EdlJC4'tioo by the U.S. goi'Cfflment

( j
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NOVA

SO 'I'HE.ASTl:'.RN
UNIVER ITY

YOUR fUTIJRE. YOUR TER

Graduate School of. omp
and nlo ,ati n Sci

I.
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()
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• Valid for admission on Sunday, October 25th
• Early park admission to Universal's ~~lands of Adventure®
starting at 4pm
• FREE admission** to select Universal CityWalk® clubs with
your Halloween Horr
· hts tick~t stub•

•
•
•
•

-- '
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